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Purpose: With the recent clinical implementation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided linear accelerators, a large number of
real-time planar MR images has been acquired during lung cancer treatment as a standard of care. In this study, associations among
lung tumor, diaphragm, and external skin movement were studied based on MR cine imaging during the entire duration of each
treatment fraction.
Methods and Materials: This retrospective study used 181,798 planar MRI frames acquired over 55 treatment/imaging sessions of 13
patients with lung cancer treated on 2 MRI-guided linear accelerators. From each planar MR image frame, in-house software
automatically extracted 9 features: the superior-interior (SI) and posterior-anterior (PA) positions of a lung tumor; the area of the lung
(Lung_Area); the posterior (Dia_Post), dome/apex (Dia_Dome), and anterior (Dia_Ant) points of a diaphragmatic curve; the
diaphragm curve point (Dia_Max); and the chest (Chest) and belly (Belly) skin points experienced the maximum range of motions.
Correlation analyses were performed among the 9 features for every session. Lung tumor motion range and standard deviations were
calculated based on positions obtained in cine images and compared with motion ranges obtained from 4-dimensional computed
tomography images.
Results: In the study, 177,009 frames of images were successfully analyzed. For all patients, correlation coefficients were as follows: 0.91
§ 0.10 between any 2 features among Lung_Area, Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, and Dia_Max; 0.82 § 0.21 between SI and any feature among
Lung_Area, Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, and Dia_Max; 0.75 § 0.24 between SI and Belly. Six of 13 patients were considered large amplitude
motion (patients with lung tumor SI motion standard deviation >5 mm). Furthermore, 92,956 frames of images were analyzed for the
6 large-amplitude motion patients. For this set, correlation coefficients were 0.93 § 0.07 between any 2 features among Lung_Area,
Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, and Dia_Max; 0.94 § 0.06 between SI and any feature among Lung_Area, Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, and Dia_Max;
and 0.90 § 0.09 between SI and Belly.
Conclusions: Both belly and diaphragmatic motions as assessed by cine MRI are highly correlated with large amplitude lung tumor
motion in the longitudinal axis.
© 2023 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Radiation Oncology. This is an open access article under the
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Introduction
Internal tumor and organ motion due to respiration
compromises the efficacy of radiation therapy at
-
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delivering high radiation doses to the tumor while sparing
adjacent normal tissues. As a result, large planning mar-
gins have been added to expand a target to a much larger
planning treatment volume.1-3 It is essential to locate
tumors and critical structures during treatment to mini-
mize planning margins.4-7 X-ray based fluoroscopy imag-
ing can monitor internal motion but imaging dose can be
excessive.8 Implanted anchored beacons can track real-
time locations of points within the tumor; however, there
is risk of side effects from fiducial implantation and
marker migration.9,10 Correlation between internal tumor
motion and external surrogates has been studied based on
patient data, such as acquisition of periodic computed
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) volumet-
ric image sets, which are sometimes dynamically updated
with intermittent x-ray or MR images during treat-
ment.11-24 For instance, Paganelli et al used 120 frames of
MR cine images over 74.4 seconds per patient25; Yang et
al studied MR imaging (MRI) within 15 to 30 second
intervals.26 However, respiratory patterns may be differ-
ent during treatment from the patterns acquired at simu-
lation and can even change within a treatment session.
Therefore, understanding of the motion correlations dur-
ing a period long enough for an entire treatment fraction
may be clinically relevant. Since the recent clinical imple-
mentation of MR-guided linear accelerators (LINACs), an
enormous amount of continuous planar MRI data has
been acquired in real-time as part of routine radiation
therapy treatment.5-7 Liver tumor motion has been
recently studied based on large amounts of MR cine data
acquired during real-time treatment.27 Strong correlations
were found between liver tumor and diaphragm and the
correlation between liver tumor and belly movement was
found to be affected by changes in respiratory patterns. In
this report, the associations between lung tumor/dia-
phragm and external surface/skin were studied using a
vast quantity of MR cine images acquired during lung
cancer treatment.
Figure 1 Sample of magnetic resonance image analysis. (A) Ac
tours overlaid. (B) Cropped image after contours were remove
posed. Dia_Dome, Dia_Post, Dia_Ant, and Target are labeled. T
left corner. Axis directions are indicated by green arrows. (D) D
green color) superimposed back onto the original image.
Methods and Materials
Patient cine images routinely acquired during treat-
ments on 2 low field (0.35 T) MRI LINACs (MRIdian;
ViewRay, Denver, CO) were used for this institutional
review board−approved (IRB# 12934) retrospective
study. The MRI LINACs continuously acquire 4 frames of
sagittal MR images per second during treatment as part of
the treatment monitoring process. Each image frame has
dimensions of 100 £ 100 pixels (3.5 £ 3.5 mm). A target
tracking structure is contoured on the volumetric image
and then deformably propagated onto each image frame
by the treatment software. Similarly, the treatment soft-
ware generates a boundary structure by expanding the
original target structure by 3 mm isotropically and rigidly
propagating it onto each newly acquired image frame. As
shown in Fig. 1A, the target (red contour) and boundary
(yellow contour) contours were overlaid on grayscale pla-
nar MR images. The treatment software saves cine images
with contours, which were exported as videos for each
treatment session. The image dimensions of the saved
cine images changed after a software upgrade in the mid-
dle of the period when enrolled patients were treated. For
the original software (V0), videos were exported with
dimensions of 944 £ 944 pixels (0.37 £ 0.37 mm), and
for the upgraded version (V2), videos were exported with
dimensions of 512 £ 512 pixels (0.79 £ 0.79 mm). MR
images were analyzed automatically using in-house-devel-
oped MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) scripts.27

After target and boundary contours were detected on
grayscale images based on color indices, they were
removed and filled by average intensities of surrounding
pixels (Fig. 1B). Target contours were filled separately to
calculate target position, target contour center-of-mass in
the posterior-anterior (PA) and superior-inferior (SI)
directions. Body and lung structures (Fig. 1C) were
detected separately by different intensity thresholds after
image processing with MATLAB internal functions
quired image with target (red) and boundary (yellow) con-
d. (C) Detected body, lung, and target contours superim-
he origin of the coordinate system is located in the upper-
etected body (in blue color) and diaphragmatic curve (in
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including imdilate, imfill, and imerode. The diaphrag-
matic curves were extracted from the inferior aspect of
the lung. The diaphragmatic curves were fitted using par-
abolic functions. The most posterior point (Dia_Post)
and the most anterior point (Dia_Ant) on the patient dia-
phragmatic curve were extracted, which represented the
choice of starting and ending points. A leveled rectangle
with the smallest size was determined to enclose the dia-
phragmatic curve. If the superior-inferior height of the
rectangle was smaller than half of its posterior-anterior
width, full diaphragmatic curve was used for curve-fitting.
Otherwise, only the upper quarter portion of the dia-
phragmatic curve was used for curve-fitting as demon-
strated in Fig. E1.

Six features were automatically detected on every
image frame: target position (PA and SI); the area of the
lung (Lung_Area); and 3 diaphragmatic curve points,
Dia_Post, Dia_Ant, and the dome or apex (Dia_Dome) of
the curve-fitted parabolic curves, as illustrated in
Fig. 1C.28

Three additional features were determined based on
motion ranges over each treatment session. Motion
ranges were computed for every point on the diaphrag-
matic curve, chest region, and belly region. Three points
were selected: the point on the diaphragm curve that
experienced the maximum range of longitudinal motion
over the treatment session (Dia_Max) and the chest skin
point (Chest) and belly skin point (Belly) that experienced
the maximum range of motion in the anterior/posterior
direction.

A preanalysis screening process was performed auto-
matically before correlation analysis. Histograms were
Table 1 List of patients with PTV size and treatment prescript

Patients Sex Age (y) Tumor

LN01 F 82 Right u

LN02 F 82 Right m

LN03 M 70 Right m

LN04 M 62 Right m

LN05 F 76 Right u

LN06 M 70 Left low

LN07 F 66 Right h

LN08 F 50 Left low

LN09 M 71 Right m

LN10 F 69 Right lo

LN11 F 74 Right m

LN12 M 50 Left up

LN13 M 76 Right lo

Abbreviations: F = female; M = male; PTV = planning target volume.
analyzed with a bin width of 3.5 mm for target SI and PA
positions and Belly positions for each session. For each
histogram, the last bin with <1% relative occurrence from
the most frequent position to the maximum position was
defined as high end cutoff point. The first bin with <1%
relative occurrence from the most frequent position to the
minimum position was defined as the low-end cutoff
point. Any points beyond the low-end and high-end cut-
offs were considered extreme positions. Image frames
with extreme positions were excluded from correlation
analysis. These motions were likely due to occasional,
sudden large target excursions, where the target was not
properly detected. Pearson correlation analyses were per-
formed for each pair of features among the 9 aforemen-
tioned features for every session resulting in 36
corresponding correlation coefficients.

A total of 13 patients with lung cancer (Table 1)
treated on either of 2 MRI-guided LINACs were enrolled
in this study. Patients were prescribed to 48 Gy in 4 frac-
tions, 40 Gy in 4 fractions, 40 Gy in 5 fractions, 50 Gy in
5 fractions, or 54 Gy in 3 fractions. When one treatment
fraction was interrupted and resumed after repositioning,
multiple sessions were recorded for one planned fraction
of treatment. In total, 181,798 frames of MR sagittal
images were acquired in this study.

Four-dimensional (4D) CT scans were acquired during
treatment simulation for 10 patients. Each 4D CT image
set contained 10 phases of images based on phase sorting.
Lung tumor motion ranges in the 3 cardinal dimensions
were obtained for each phase using in-house-developed
MATLAB scripts. The superior-inferior motion (peak-
peak) ranges are listed in Table 1.
ions

location PTV (cm3) Prescription

pper lobe 21.4 12 Gy £ 4

iddle lobe 24.5 12 Gy £ 4

iddle lobe 10.6 12 Gy £ 4

iddle lobe 12.6 12 Gy £ 4

pper lobe 10.8 12 Gy £ 4

er lobe 21.2 8 Gy £ 5

ilum 13.8 12 Gy £ 4

er lobe 19.4 12 Gy £ 4

iddle lobe 13.6 10 Gy £ 4

wer lobe 10.3 12 Gy £ 4

iddle lobe 13.6 10 Gy £ 4

per lobe 17.4 18 Gy £ 3

wer lobe 82.1 10 Gy £ 5



Figure 2 Comparison of target motion range (A) and standard deviation (B) of SI and PA in cine images against motion
in 4D CT. Linear curve fitting is displayed for SI motions only. Abbreviations: 4D CT = 4-dimensional computed tomogra-
phy; PA = posterior-anterior; SI = superior-interior.
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Results
In the study, 177,009 frames of 2-dimensional MR
images were analyzed in 55 imaging sessions for 13
patients. Approximately 2.6% of images were excluded
mainly due to the target not being detected by the system.
Figure 2 compares PA and SI target motion ranges and
standard deviations against corresponding motion ranges
obtained with 4D CT. The ratio between target SI motion
standard deviation in cine images and SI motion range in
4D CT was 0.98 (Fig. 2B). Using a motion standard devia-
tion threshold of 5 mm, based on cine MRI data, 7
patients had minor SI motions. The remaining 6 patients
with 92,956 frame images were regarded as patients with
large amplitude tumor motions. Table 2 summarizes cor-
relation coefficients of 36 feature pairs among the 9 fea-
tures defined previously. The correlation coefficient
results for all patients and large-amplitude motion
patients are listed in the right top half and left lower half
list of the table, respectively. For all patients, correlation
coefficients were as follows: 0.91 § 0.10 for all 6 pairs of
features among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lun-
g_Area; 0.82 § 0.21 for 4 pairs of features between SI and
any of Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lung_Area;
and 0.75 § 0.24 between SI and Belly. For the 6 large-
motion patients with 28 sessions, aggregate correlation
coefficients were 0.93 § 0.07 over all combinations of 2
features among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lun-
g_Area; 0.94 § 0.06 over all combinations of SI and any
feature among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lun-
g_Area; and 0.90 § 0.09 between SI and Belly.
Negative correlation coefficients were observed for 1
patient: LN05, −0.83 § 0.05 (range, −0.87 to −0.77).
Detailed studies found expansion of lung after inhalation
leads to the upper lobe tumor moving up and diaphragm
moving down. Absolute values of correlation coefficients
were used for statistical analysis. Figure 3 shows the abso-
lute SI-Belly correlation coefficients as a function of
motion range (cine imaging motion standard deviations).

Results for all 55 session results were visually reviewed.
Patient LN09 showed hysteresis (Fig. 4), defined as the
presence of more than 1 y-axis position for each position
on the x-axis. For instance, in Fig. 4A, which shows PA
versus SI motion (session 1 of patient LN09), there are
clearly more than 1 SI position for each PA position,
which defines the hysteresis. Such hysteresis was not
observed for the other 12 of 13 patients.
Discussion
It was expected that motion ranges obtained from 4D
CT would be different from those observed from the cine
treatment images because 4D CT reconstruction tends to
smear out extreme/irregular motions at end of inhale or
exhale.29,30 Figure 2 indicates that the cine image motion
standard deviation is similar to the motion peak-peak
range obtained from 4D CT. Other studies have demon-
strated deviation between motion standard deviations
observed of a tumor surrogate and that from 4D CT
peak-to-peak motion. For instance, Steiner et al30

reported significant variation between motion standard



Table 2 Correlation coefficients between pairs of the 9 parameters

Abbreviations: Belly = belly skin point; Chest = chest skin point; Dia_Ant = anterior point of a diaphragmatic curve; Dia_Dome = dome/apex point
of a diaphragmatic curve; Dia_Max = diaphragm curve point; Dia_Post = posterior point of a diaphragmatic curve; Lung_Area = area of the lung;
PA = posterior-anterior; SI = superior-interior.
Separated by the diagonal line, the right-upper half and left-lower half are correlation coefficients for full motion and high amplitude motion results,
respectively. Every cell lists the average § standard deviation and [minimum, maximum] of correlation coefficients over 55 imaging sessions. Key
correlation coefficient results are highlighted in different colors. Correlation coefficients of all feature pairs among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max,
and Lung_Area are highlighted in green; correlation coefficients between SI and any among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lung_Area are
highlighted in blue; and correlation coefficients between Belly and PA or SI are highlighted in orange.
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deviation measured using electromagnetic transponder
surrogates (Calypso) and 4D CT peak-peak motion range:
the ratio between the 2 was 0.4. One reason the motion
standard deviation is larger in this study is that 12 of 13
Figure 3 SI-Belly correlation coefficient as functions of
SI motion standard deviation. Abbreviation:
SI = superior-interior.
patients were asked to hold their breath at the end of
inhale or exhale for treatment while 4D CT scans were
acquired at free breathing. Since 4D CT motion range is
clinically accessible in most institutions, we use cine
image motion standard deviation to assess motion in this
study.

Internal-external motion correlation is not stable for
minor motion as shown in Fig. 3. As a reference, during
clinical motion range assessment based on 4D CT
images at our institution, motion peak-peak range of
1 cm is typically used as a threshold for large-amplitude
motion. In this study we considered motion standard
deviations <5 mm as small-amplitude motion. Based on
these criteria we found that internal/external motion cor-
relations are not definitive for minor lung tumor
motions. Six patients were considered large-amplitude
motion patients. They had SI-Belly correlation coeffi-
cients of 0.90 § 0.09 compared with the corresponding
0.75 § 0.24 for all patients. The SI-Dia_Dome correla-
tion coefficients were 0.94 § 0.07 compared with 0.83 §
0.19 for all patients. The Dia_Dome-Belly correlation
coefficients were 0.92 § 0.07 compared with 0.80 § 0.19
for all patients.



Figure 4 Dependence between features for 5 sessions of patient LN09. (A-E) SI as a function of PA in 5 sessions. (F-J) SI
as a function of Dia_Dome in 5 sessions. (K-O) PA as a function of Dia_Dome in 5 sessions. (P-T) Belly as a function of
Dia_Dome in 5 sessions. (U-Y) SI as a function of Belly in 5 sessions. Abbreviations: PA = posterior-anterior;
SI = superior-interior.
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Five lung/diaphragmatic features were extracted on
every image frame and analyzed. Among these features,
aggregate cross correlations between any 2 features
among Dia_Post, Dia_Dome, Dia_Max, and Lung Area,
as highlighted in green in Table 2, were 0.91 § 0.10 and
0.93 § 0.07 for all patients and large-amplitude motion
patients, respectively. Similar to the liver patient study,27

the feature, Dia_Ant, did not have high aggregate correla-
tions with other features. They were 0.76 § 0.24 and 0.83
§ 0.19 for all patients and large-motion patients, respec-
tively. Dia_Ant detection might be susceptible when the
image intensity in that region is not clear, and therefore,
the identified Dia_Ant position would not be a good indi-
cator of the anterior position or diaphragm motion. The
other 4 features had similar correlations with SI while
Dia_Dome and Lung_Area showed much better correla-
tion with PA than Dia_Post or Dia_Max. The superior
regions of lungs may sometimes be outside of the field of
view. Therefore, the Lung_Area parameter may not
represent the full lung area, and this may degrade the
accuracy of the correlation between Lung_Area and other
features. Dia_Dome was the most reliable landmark to
represent diaphragmatic motion, which is consistent with
findings reported by Yang et al.26

Typically, upper abdominal surface points are moni-
tored as external surrogates of respiratory motion. For
example, the Varian Real-time Position Management
block or Philips Bellows is placed at the skin region
experiencing maximum motion. We are searching for the
skin point with the maximum motion range to simulate
the most optimal external surrogate. Chest has lower cor-
relation coefficients in aggregate than any other feature.
Good correlation between Chest and PA was expected for
pure chest breathing. However, correlation coefficients
between Chest and PA were 0.70 § 0.22 and 0.77 § 0.14
for all patients and large-motion patients, respectively.
Correlation coefficients between Chest and SI were only
0.60 § 0.25 and 0.69 § 0.21 for all patients and large-
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motion patients, respectively. One reason for the weak
correlation is possibly that Chest experienced the smallest
range of motion among the 9 features investigated.
Motion standard deviations were 3.1 § 1.3 mm, 3.4 §
1.2 mm, and 3.9 § 2.7 mm for Chest, Belly, and PA,
respectively. Such small motion ranges may result in large
uncertainties relative to the pixel size (3.5 mm) of the
original MR images. Belly motion showed much stronger
correlation with both diaphragmatic and target motions
than Chest motion. Correlation coefficients between Belly
and Dia_Dome are 0.83 § 0.19 and 0.94 § 0.07 for all
patients and large-motion patients, respectively. Among
the patients with large motions, only 1 patient, LN09, had
larger Chest motions (4.8 § 0.3 mm) than Belly motions
(4.0 § 0.4 mm). However, this patient had higher SI-Belly
correlation coefficients (0.80 § 0.10) than SI-Chest corre-
lation coefficients (0.77 § 0.07). For all patients, Chest
had slightly stronger correlation with PA (0.69 § 0.22)
than Belly (0.67 § 0.26), but for patients with large-
amplitude motions, PA-Chest correlation coefficients
were 0.78 § 0.14 and PA-Belly correlation coefficients are
0.80 § 0.13. This suggests that generally Belly is a better
surrogate of tumor motion than Chest.

Many groups have reported a hysteresis relationship or
phase shift between internal (SI) and external (Belly)
features.2,17,18,21,24,31 All 55 session results were visually
reviewed, 12 of 13 patients did not show clear hysteresis
between SI and PA motions. However, patient LN09
showed hysteresis between SI and PA motions in 5 ses-
sions as displayed in the first row of Fig. 4. Hysteresis
exists between PA and Dia_Dome and between SI and
Dia_Dome. This type of hysteresis occurred consistently
for patient LN09, as seen in Fig. 4, which displays results
of 24,705 image frames in 5 sessions.

Hysteresis was not observed for liver patients.27 Unlike
lung cases, liver target SI motions linearly correlate to
Dia_Dome with correlation coefficients of 0.97 § 0.04 for
liver tumors located just underneath the diaphragm.27

The lung tumor of patient LN09 was 86 § 10 mm supe-
rior to the diaphragm, 47 § 8 mm superior to the dia-
phragmatic dome, but 158 § 13 mm posterior to the
diaphragmatic dome. Since the lung tumor is far behind
the diaphragmatic dome, diaphragmatic motions could
not linearly drive the lung tumor motions and resulted in
hysteresis between the lung tumor and diaphragmatic
motions.

A previous liver patient study found that patient respi-
ratory pattern can change during treatment.27 As listed in
Table E1, among the 6 patients with large motions, in
addition to patient LN09, patient LN06 had sessions with
weaker SI-Belly correlations (0.67-0.92). This was mainly
due to the large spread of Belly positions compared with
the relatively small Belly motion ranges (motion standard
deviation, 4.1 § 1.2 mm), as displayed in Fig. E2. In addi-
tion, this study was based on motion analyzed from sagit-
tal images. Motion is possible in 3 dimensions. One
previous study that focused on patients with liver cancer
found that the SI-Belly correlation coefficients had larger
dispersion when the sagittal imaging lateral positions
moved farther away from body central axis.27 As illus-
trated in Fig. E3, similar dependence was observed except
for 2 patients (LN01 and LN02) with smaller motion
ranges. Multiple orthogonal views and volumetric images
must be included to establish more reliable associations.

Different from a previous liver study, large lung tumor
SI motions correlated well with both Dia_Dome and
Belly.27 Correlation coefficients were 0.94 § 0.07 between
SI and Dia_Dome and 0.90 § 0.10 between SI and Belly.
Because the SI motion usually dominates lung tumor
motions, belly motion may serve as a good surrogate of
tumor motion, and one that can be monitored by external
surrogates, such as Varian Real-time Position Manage-
ment, Philips Bellows, or optical surface imaging systems.
In addition to MRI, ultrasound may be used to monitor
diaphragmatic motion noninvasively. This also suggests
that tracking diaphragmatic motions by ultrasound tech-
nique could be used to monitor liver or lung tumor
motions efficiently.32

This study used 177,009 frames of images, which
recorded respiratory information, including both internal
tumor/organs and external skin motions, lasting for an
average of 57 minutes per patient over different days. For
the 6 patients with large motions, the average cumulative
imaging time was approximately 65 minutes per patient.
This is the first report that includes a large quantity of
cine images acquired during actual lung cancer treatment
for complete treatment courses. This is very different
from reports in the literature, which were based on patient
data over a short period of time. As such, the correlations
we report here are based on realistic data acquired over
the full treatment fraction and subject to the changes
occurring during the treatment fraction. Our data show
that the respiratory patterns can change within a given
treatment fraction and are also subject to hysteresis.
Deterministic models may not fully describe such behav-
ior and further studies are warranted.33
Conclusion
For patients with lung cancer with tumor motion stan-
dard deviations of 5 mm or more, lung tumor longitudi-
nal motions are highly correlated with diaphragm and
belly motions.
Disclosures
IJC reports institutional, sponsored grants from Varian
Medical Systems/Siemens Healthineers and ViewRay Inc,
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Supplementary materials
Supplementary material associated with this article can
be found in the online version at doi:10.1016/j.
adro.2023.101271.
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